.
5The calculations are at 0 K while the experiments were at 800'K. However, there is experimental evidence IB. B. Jacobs, Phys. Bev. 54, 468 (1988) S, =(sin28 sing), S, =(sin'8 cos2y), S5 = ( 2 (1 + cos 8) cos2y cos2$ -cos8 sin2y sjn2$), S, = ( sin8 sin2y cosg +~sin28 cos2y sing), S, =(sin28 siny), S, =( sin8 cosy sin2$+-, ' sin28 siny cos2$), S, =((1 -2 cos'8) siny sing+cos8 cosy cosg).
The brackets denote a time average. The order parameters S"S"andS, are uniaxial order parameters. In stationary samples where the director is aligned parallel to the magnetic field (8, =0) ! the splittings only depend on these order parameters. ' The order parameters S4 through S, are biaxial order parameters of which S"S"andS, are only present in tilted phases. Parameters which express a biased rotation about the long molecular axis are S» S» and S, (twofold rotation) and S"S"andS, (partial freezeout). Parameters S"S4, and S, are the only parameters which survive under free rotation about the molecular axis.
In order to observe the biaxial order parameters the angle 8, in Eq. (1) Contributions to biaxiality of the end chain appear, therefore, to be due to both biased rotation and other orientational motion as well. The large value of S4 is not inconsistent with the measure-
